Welcome to Axis!
The world leader in network video.
Mexico City

About Axis
Axis Communications was formally founded 1984 by Mikael Karlsson, Martin Gren
and Keith Bloodworth. The year before, Martin Gren and Mikael Karlsson founded the
company Gren & Karlsson Firmware. With Mikael’s knowledge and understanding of
International Business, Martin’s technical expertise and Keith’s skills in sales models they
formed a complementary and dynamic combination. By the end of the 1980s Axis had
established a position as one of the three world leaders in protocol converters/printer
interfaces.
With the emergence of new technologies and the growing
importance of network accessibility, Axis broadened its
connectivity scope to include solutions for network
printing and document management in wired and wireless
environments. In response to the convergence towards
IP-based systems, Axis also focused increasingly on
applications for video surveillance, remote monitoring, and
web broadcasting, and introduced the world’s first network
camera in 1996.

While Axis has come a long way since then, one thing
hasn’t changed – Axis’ dedication to serving the market
with a consistent succession of winning network video
solutions that expand the users’ potential. Today, Axis is
the world leader in network video, focusing on a new wave
of innovation, making advances in light sensitivity,
dynamics, color reproduction and resolution in its network
cameras. Beyond that, Axis is also successfully moving into
new markets that Axis is calling the Internet of Things,
such as access control, network horn speakers and IP Video
Doorstations. Driven by the vision to come up with new,
innovative, smart solutions that meet user needs, Axis will
expand its portfolio to keep achieving that.

Mexico City office.
The Axis branch office for Mexico, Central America, and the
Caribbean is located in the south of Mexico City, in one of the
newest and most exclusive corporate office buildings in the city.
Prisma Insurgentes Sur has a LEED® certification (“green” building), also an exclusive design
intended to take care of the environment. It generates energy savings and reduces polluting
emissions that damage our environment. The building is located on one of the most significant
and important corners of the Insurgentes Sur and Barranca del Muerto avenues, two of the
most important and affluent roads in the area, with easy and efficient access to strategic points
in the city such as banks, restaurants, shopping centers, entertainment spaces, hospitals, and
hotels.

Contact us
Axis Communications Mexico
Insurgentes Sur Avenue, 1647
San Jose Insurgentes
Benito Juarez
03900, CDMX
Mexico
+52 55 5271 2222
Main Contact
ventas-lat@axis.com

Directions
to Axis
By air
Mexico City Airport (AICM)
The closest international airport is Aeropuerto Internacional de la Ciudad de
Mexico, which is approximately a 45-minute drive from the Axis office. This
airport services most parts of the world with direct flights. More info can
be found at www.aicm.com.mx
Our recommendation for travel is to take a taxi to the office. A taxi from the
airport to the Axis office costs approximately $250 pesos. Airport-authorized
taxis offer comfort and safety to any destination; they are the only taxis
authorized by the Ministry of Communications and Transportation (SCT).
In Terminals 1 and 2, taxis are available for both international and domestic
arrivals. In both cases, ticket dispensers for taxis are located near the
arrival halls and in the ambulatory area; the fares applied are authorized by
the Ministry of Communications and Transportation (SCT). For your safety,
we recommend that you only use the services of the taxis authorized by
this airport.

By car
The Axis office is located at Avenida de los Insurgentes Sur 1647 and offers
valet parking near the building.

By taxi
Guests arriving at Terminals 1 or 2 can use a taxi or Uber. The suggested
taxi companies are Porto Taxi, Site 300, New Image, and Excellence in
Terminal 1; and Porto Taxi, Site 300, New Image, Excellence, Comfort, and
Yellow Cab in Terminal 2.
Cost for this is approximately is $250 pesos.

Practicalites
Currency
Official currency is the Mexican Peso (MXN)
Cash machines are available, and MasterCard, Visa, and American Express
credit cards are accepted in nearly every shop, restaurant and hotel. Taxis
and parking garages take cash.

Dialing in Mexico
The country prefix for Mexico is +52. Using your mobile phone to dial a
Mexican number can be done by dialing +52 and the 10 digit-number in
case of a local phone.
Calling the Axis office is done by dialing, i.e. +52 55 5271 2222.
Please remember that roaming charges apply, and even a short call may be
very costly. For correct pricing and dialing information at the hotel, contact
the front desk.

Staying in Mexico City
There are several good and suitably-priced hotels in Mexico City. Please ask
your local Axis host to assist with the reservation, as you may receive a
reduced room rate. Some of the hotels we recommend in the area are:
FiestaInn
http://bit.ly/2oN6llA
Located in the Centro Comercial Insurgentes plaza, behind Teatro Insurgentes, the hotel is surrounded by both corporate and government offices
including Conacyt, Grupo Bursatil Mexicano, Apotex, SFP, and is located
very close to UNAM. The hotel is attached to a shopping mall that offers
restaurants, cafés, shops, bars, a gym with a pool, and a casino. Fiesta Inn
Insurgentes Sur is an Eco-friendly hotel, so it is a 100% smoke-free hotel.
This hotel is located a few blocks away (walking distance) from the Axis
office.
City Express
http://bit.ly/2D32jtI
City Express Plus Insurgentes Sur is the perfect hotel for your business trip
or family vacation.
If you’re in Mexico City on business, the hotel is located just 2 miles from
the World Trade Center area. Some of the largest international companies
and government agencies are headquartered nearby.

Things
to do.
If you have time before or after your business in Mexico City,
we recommend you take the opportunity to visit some of the
sites the area has to offer. More information about Mexico City
can be found at: www.visitmexico.com/es
Palacio de Bellas Artes
www.palacio.bellasartes.gob.mx

Dining
Saks

http://saks.com.mx
Insurgentes Sur Avenue 164, Insurgentes Mixcoac, 03900, CDMX
Saks is a chain restaurant established in 1985. Saks operates with a sense
of honesty and confidence, where you will pay less than what you will
receive: friendly service and healthy food in an informal atmosphere. Saks
restaurants are ideal for wine enthusiasts. Saks El Original has a beautiful
terrace. Attention to detail and cleanliness will make you feel at home.
They are open every day of the year.
Mexican & international food, *walking distance from Axis office

Le Pain Quotidien

www.lpqmexico.mx
Insurgentes Sur Avenue, Credito Constructor, 03490, CDMX
Belgian organic restaurant – Some of our satisfying options to start your
day include: delicious croissants, red fruit salads with organic yogurt,
croque madame, omelettes, traditional Belgian waffles, or a basket with
our variety of artisan breads accompanied by our variety of organic jams.
*walking distance from Axis office

This is a cultural center located in the historic downtown of Mexico City.
Considered the most notable house of cultural expression, it is the most
important lyric theater and the most important center in the country
dedicated to all manifestations of the fine arts. Unesco declared it an
artistic monument in 1987.
Templo Mayor Museum
www.templomayor.inah.gob.mx/english
This temple is located in Mexico City historic downtown. The building was
designed to exhibit the archaeological findings from the zone that used to
be the Main Temple of the Mexica peoples.
Castillo de Chapultepec
www.mnh.inah.gob.mx/historia/hist_historicos.html
In addition to its privileged view of Mexico City, the Castillo de Chapultepec
contains a photo library (use with prior permission from the National
Coordination of Legal Affairs of INAH), a library with collections on topics
of Mexican history and museum collections, tours, concerts, and reading
workshops.

Shopping

in Mexico City
Antara Fashion Hall
www.antara.com.mx

Quebracho

This is a luxury outdoor shopping center in Polanco, Mexico City. It is
considered one of the most exclusive shopping destinations in Mexico. It
merges with Plaza Carso, and offers food, entertainment, fun, and shopping.

Quebracho’s exquisite and unique gourmet cuisine will bring to your palate
all the flavor and generosity of Argentine food. You can find everything in
their menus, from the tenderest and most juicy meats to the most select
fish and seafood deliciously roasted on the grill, prepared for the most
demanding palates.

Galerías Insurgentes
www.galerias.com/GaleriasInsurgentes

Steakhouse, Argentinian restaurant

Manacar
www.manacar.mx

http://quebracho.com.mx/
Insurgentes Sur Avenue 1650, Florida, CDMX

Also known as Centro Comercial Galerías Insurgentes is a shopping mall located
at the crossroads of Insurgentes Sur and Parroquia street in Mexico City.

Located at the crossroads of Insurgentes Sur and Rio Mixcoac. This is a
monumental six-story shopping mall offering a selection of 74 stores.

Palacio de Bellas Artes

Chapultepec Park
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About Axis Communications
Axis offers intelligent security solutions that enable a smarter, safer world. As the market leader
in network video, Axis is driving the industry by continually launching innovative network
products based on an open platform - delivering high value to customers through a global
partner network. Axis has long-term relationships with partners and provides them with
knowledge and ground-breaking network products in existing and new markets.
Axis has more than 2,700 dedicated employees in more than 50 countries around the world,
supported by a global network of over 90,000 partners. Founded in 1984, Axis is a Sweden-based
company listed on NASDAQ Stockholm under the ticker AXIS.
For more information about Axis, please visit our website www.axis.com.
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